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This paper proposes an alternative approach to acoustic Thévenin calibration of an ear probe. An existing methodology derives the Thévenin-equivalent source parameters from the measured probe pressures in a number of short waveguides by solving an overdetermined system of equations. This existing methodology is affected by errors caused by evanescent modes when the waveguide model lengths are estimated. These errors introduce a parallel acoustic compliance into the source parameters. The proposed methodology takes into account evanescent modes and flow losses in the transition between the probe tube and waveguides during calibration. This is achieved by positioning the probe tube, without an ear tip, flush with the input plane in waveguides of well-defined dimensions and utilizing the physical rather than estimated lengths to calculate the analytical waveguide models. Terms that model evanescent modes and flow losses are added to the plane-wave impedance and adjusted to minimize the calibration error. It is shown that this method can reduce the calibration error across a wide frequency range and remove the parallel compliance from the source parameters. This approach leads to an independence of the source parameters on the calibration waveguide radius, though subsequent impedance measurements are still affected by evanescent modes. © 2017 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/1.5010891

I. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of acoustic impedance in the ear canal across a wide range of frequencies has received increasing attention in recent years. Many studies have found clinically relevant information in the ear-canal reflectance (Piskorski et al., 1999; Keefe et al., 2000; Feeney and Keefe, 2001; Keefe et al., 2012; Ellison et al., 2012; Merchant et al., 2014), and more recently, ear-canal impedance and reflectance have found application in estimating hearing thresholds (Withnell et al., 2009; Souza et al., 2014). In addition, they can be used for adjusting stimulus levels in otoacoustic emission measurements (Scheperele et al., 2008; McCreery et al., 2009; Lewis et al., 2009; Scheperele et al., 2011), and have shown potential in estimating the emitted pressure level from the ear (Charaziak and Shera, 2017). A few commercial systems also exist that utilize this type of impedance measurement, e.g., the Titan (Interacoustics A/S, Middelfart, Denmark) and the HearID (Mimosa Acoustics, Inc., Champaign, IL). To facilitate the measurement of acoustic impedance of the ear canal or a waveguide, the ear probe must be characterized by its source parameters in a preceding calibration procedure. The source parameters completely describe the linear response and impedance characteristics of the probe. A few different calibration methods exist, which are all affected by acoustic phenomena related either to variations in calibration hardware or probes. If not properly accounted for, these phenomena inherently introduce errors into the source parameters and thereby into subsequent impedance measurements. Thus, the comparison of data obtained using different measurement systems may be limited if these systems are affected differently by such phenomena.

The acoustic source parameters of an ear probe can be characterized by a Thévenin-equivalent model, the source pressure and source impedance, as described by Allen (1985), Keefe et al. (1992), and Voss and Allen (1994). This is achieved by presenting the probe to a number of different acoustic loads, typically hard-walled, rigidly terminated waveguides, for which the analytical plane-wave input impedances can be precisely calculated using a transmission-line model (Keefe, 1984). The probe pressures in each load are measured and the source parameters are obtained by solving an overdetermined system of equations using the least-squares method. The probe is inserted into each waveguide using an ear tip and so the physical lengths of the waveguides are not known due to the uncertainty associated with the insertion. The lengths used to calculate the analytical impedances of each waveguide are therefore estimated. This multi-tube calibration methodology will be referred to here as the existing calibration. The errors introduced into the source parameters in the existing methodology of this multi-tube calibration depend on evanescent modes in the area...
discontinuity between the probe tube and calibration waveguides. These errors especially become apparent in measurements of waveguides with radii different from the calibration waveguides. The comparison of data obtained with different probe systems can therefore be limited since the contribution from evanescent modes depends on the configuration of the probe-tube apertures.

This paper proposes a calibration methodology that models the behavior of evanescent modes and flow losses during calibration that result from the geometrical mismatch between the probe tube and waveguide. A set of calibration hardware is used that can be manufactured with high precision for increased repeatability in obtaining the source parameters. In this way, errors introduced into subsequent impedance measurements are independent of the ratio of calibration to measurement waveguide radii, but will still include evanescent modes and other effects that might affect it. The proposed methodology could therefore provide a step forward in increasing the validity of ear-canal impedance and reflectance measurements, estimating input levels to the ear, and measuring otoacoustic emissions.

II. EXISTING METHODS AND EVANESCENT MODES

The overdetermined system of equations describing the linear relation between the unknown source parameters (the source pressure \( P_s \) and source impedance \( Z_s \)), the measured probe pressures \( P_j \), and modeled reference impedances \( Z_i \) in the Thévenin-equivalent model is given from the existing literature (e.g., Allen, 1985),

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Z_1 & -P_1 \\
Z_2 & -P_2 \\
\vdots & \vdots \\
Z_N & -P_N \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
P_s \\
Z_s \\
\vdots \\
Z_N \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
P_1 Z_1 \\
P_2 Z_2 \\
\vdots \\
P_N Z_N \\
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{1}
\]

for \( N \) waveguides. The source parameters are fitted using a least-squares approach by minimizing the cost function,

\[
\epsilon_{ls} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} |Z_i P_s - P_i Z_s - P_i Z_i|^2. \tag{2}
\]

Solving for the source parameters in the normal equations yields

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
P_s \\
Z_s \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \frac{1}{\Delta} \begin{bmatrix}
\sum_{i=1}^{N} |P_i|^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} P_i Z_i^* - \sum_{i=1}^{N} |P_i|^2 Z_i^* \\
\sum_{i=1}^{N} P_i^* Z_i \sum_{i=1}^{N} |Z_i|^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} |P_i|^2 Z_i^* \\
\end{bmatrix}, \tag{3}
\]

with

\[
\Delta = \sum_{i=1}^{N} |P_i|^2 \sum_{i=1}^{N} |Z_i|^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{N} P_i Z_i^* \sum_{i=1}^{N} P_i Z_i^*. \tag{4}
\]

Previous studies have estimated the waveguide model lengths by iteratively adjusting them and calculating the source parameters from Eq. (3), choosing the lengths that provide the lowest calibration error. The calibration error is a quantity different from the least-squares cost function [Eq. (2)]. It has typically been defined as the ability of the source parameters, obtained in each iteration of waveguide lengths using Eq. (3), to estimate the reference impedences, probe pressures, or a similar quantity, averaged across some frequency range. Given the formulation of the linear system in Eq. (1), the least-squares cost function [Eq. (2)] weighs impedance maxima more heavily in calculating the best-fit source parameters. In this way, the source parameters always align to provide a low calibration error in impedance maxima. Any mismatches in waveguide model lengths relative to the measured probe pressures will thus mainly be represented in the calibration error near impedance minima, due to their low weight in determining the source parameters. With this methodology, the placement in frequency of the probe-pressure minima therefore determines these lengths used to derive the source parameters. Authors have not always been consistent in specifying exactly which error is minimized during the length-optimization procedure and across which frequency range. It is thus not possible to generalize this assumption to apply to all existing publications on the multi-tube calibration method.

Evanescent modes appear in geometrical discontinuities between two waveguides in addition to the plane-wave, propagating mode, as higher-order, non-propagating modes are excited. However, these evanescent modes decay exponentially from the discontinuity along the waveguide axis. Keefe et al. (1992) and Voss and Allen (1994) protruded the microphone tube beyond the speaker tube in order to eliminate the contribution from evanescent modes to the measured probe pressure. However, this approach includes the excess piece of waveguide between the speaker and microphone tubes in the source parameters. Thus, errors are introduced into subsequent measurements in waveguides of radii different from the calibration waveguides (Huang et al., 2000), since the characteristic impedance \( Z_0 \) of this piece of waveguide changes with waveguide radius. Siegel and Neely (2017) physically modified the tip of the probe tube of an ER-10X ear probe (Etymotic Research, Inc., Elk Grove Village, IL) and thereby reduced the effect of evanescent modes on the calibration. They verified the effect in terms of the visually inspected causality of the source impedance in the time domain, compared to a calibration obtained with an unmodified ear probe tube. However, this probe-tube modification resembles the protrusion of the microphone tube beyond the speaker tube as utilized by Keefe et al. (1992) and Voss and Allen (1994). The approach relies on the shape of the small flange, typically present in rubber ear tips, retaining its shape. It is possible that this flange could vary with the tightness of the fit in an ear canal, though the potential associated errors have not been investigated.

Probes with flush speaker and microphone tubes are thus preferred, although the measured probe pressures are consequently affected by evanescent modes. Evanescent modes can be approximated by the addition of the impedance associated errors have not been investigated.

Probes with flush speaker and microphone tubes are thus preferred, although the measured probe pressures are consequently affected by evanescent modes. Evanescent modes can be approximated by the addition of the impedance associated errors have not been investigated.
Thus, the load impedance that the probe is subject to, $Z_{\text{load}}$, affected by evanescent modes, can be approximated as

$$Z_{\text{load}} \simeq Z_{\text{pw}} + j\omega L,$$

(5)

where $j$ is the unit imaginary number and $\omega$ is the angular frequency. This has the effect of translating the position of impedance minima in frequency, proportional to $L/Z_0$, since it effectively changes the ordinate zero-crossings of the imaginary part of the impedance. Through the assumed length-optimization procedure, the waveguide model lengths are indirectly determined from probe-pressure minima that are already affected by evanescent modes. These probe-pressure minima are translated in frequency in the same way as the impedance minima, and the estimated lengths are consequently physically incorrect. By applying a plane-wave impedance model to derive the analytical impedances of the waveguides, a translation of maxima in the reference impedances relative to the true waveguide impedances is achieved. This occurs as impedance maxima appear halfway between minima in the plane-wave model. Due to the heavier weight of impedance maxima in the least-squares cost function [Eq. (2)] and the lengths estimated through the error-optimization routine, this effect of translated impedance maxima is inherited into the source parameters.

In practice, the evanescent-modes term is close to proportional to frequency. Accordingly, the reference-impedance maxima will also be translated proportionally to frequency in the same direction, relative to the true waveguide impedance maxima. This effect of translated impedance maxima is physically similar to adding the impedance of a parallel acoustic compliance $C$ to the load impedance $Z_{\text{load}}$, affected by evanescent modes. The measured impedance $Z_{\text{meas}}$, as obtained using the existing methodology, can thus be estimated

$$Z_{\text{meas}} \simeq \left( \frac{1}{Z_{\text{load}}} + j\omega C \right)^{-1},$$

(6)

$$Y_{\text{meas}} \simeq Y_{\text{load}} + j\omega C,$$

(7)

where $Y$ denotes admittance. Similar to a series inerter, this compliance effectively changes the ordinate zero-crossings of the imaginary part of admittance and thus translates impedance maxima in frequency. The compliance is phantom in the sense that it is not the result of the physical presence of any parallel cavity to the acoustic load during calibration, but still appears as a parallel component in subsequent measurements. The size of the parallel compliance is defined by the evanescent-modes inerter $L$ during calibration and remains constant thereafter, though the translation of impedance maxima is proportional to $CZ_0$. Conversely, the evanescent-modes inerter depends on the configuration of the individual probe-tube apertures and the ratio of their dimensions to the radius of the waveguide. In waveguides of radii identical to the calibration waveguides, the measured impedance appears as one consisting solely of plane waves since impedance minima and maxima are translated equivalently. However, measurements in waveguides of radii different from the calibration waveguides are affected by errors as impedance minima and maxima are now translated differently. The effect is more pronounced in waveguides with radii smaller than the calibration waveguides, due to the increased characteristic impedance. From the relationship between the translation of impedance extrema with $L$, $C$, and $Z_0$, this parallel compliance can be estimated

$$C \simeq \frac{L}{Z_0},$$

(8)

where $L$ and $Z_0$ are the quantities present during calibration. The Thévenin-equivalent circuit diagram of the probe and an acoustic load, including the series evanescent-modes inerter $L$ and parallel compliance $C$, is presented in Fig. 1.

III. METHODS

A. Proposed calibration methodology

An alternative calibration methodology is proposed that is based on the existing multi-tube calibration methodology. However, the tip of the probe tube is placed, without an ear tip, exactly in the input plane of uniform waveguides of well-defined lengths and radii. The measured probe pressures $P_i$ in each calibration waveguide essentially represent the averaged sound pressures on the microphone probe-tube aperture in the input plane. In response to a volume flow $U_i$ from the speaker probe-tube aperture in the input plane, the ratio of these quantities yields what will be referred to as the transfer impedance between the speaker and microphone apertures. These are the true acoustic impedances $Z_{i,\text{true}}$ that the probe is subject to during calibration

$$Z_{i,\text{true}} = \frac{P_i}{U_i}.$$

(9)

According to the Thévenin-equivalent model, a measured probe pressure $P_i$ is the result of a voltage division of the
source pressure $P_i$ between the source impedance $Z_s$ and this transfer impedance $Z_{i,\text{true}}$. Thus, this transfer impedance will be modeled rather than the plane-wave impedance. In this way, subsequent impedance measurements will also yield this transfer impedance, including evanescent modes and other effects that might affect it, such as the ear tip. However, the utilization of physical waveguide lengths ensures that impedance maxima are correctly positioned, and the parallel compliance should thus be eliminated from the source parameters.

The first step of the calibration procedure is to acquire the probe pressures $P_i$ from the probe inserted into each of the waveguides. Afterward, an initial calibration can be derived from Eq. (3) by calculating the reference impedances $Z_i$ from a transmission-line model using the known, physical lengths of the waveguides $l_i$,

$$Z_{i,\text{pw}} = Z_0 \coth \Gamma l_i,$$

and setting $Z_i = Z_{i,\text{pw}}$. The characteristic impedance $Z_0$ and propagation constant $\Gamma$ are calculated from Keefe (1984).

The next step in the proposed methodology is to include the effect of evanescent modes in the reference impedances used to calculate the source parameters. For each waveguide, an acoustic inertance $L_i$ is added to the analytical plane-wave impedance such that the reference impedances of each waveguide become

$$Z_i = Z_{i,\text{pw}} + j\omega L_i.$$  \hfill (11)

The size of the inertance for each waveguide is iteratively adjusted such that the relative calibration error for the associated waveguide,

$$\epsilon_i = \left|1 - \frac{\hat{Z}_i}{Z_i}\right|,$$

is minimized in a region, averaged around the first probe-pressure minimum. Here, $\hat{Z}_i$ are the estimated impedances of each waveguide, calculated from the derived source parameters $P_i$ and $Z_i$ in each iteration of $L_i$, and measured probe pressures $P_i$,

$$\hat{Z}_i = Z_{i,\text{pw}} \frac{P_i}{P_{i,\text{true}} - P_i}.$$  \hfill (13)

A minimization of the relative error in the imaginary part of the impedances, $\epsilon_{i,\text{Im}} = \left|1 - \text{Im} \hat{Z}_i / \text{Im} Z_i\right|$, and an initial value for the evanescent-modes inertances $L_i$, obtained from a previous calibration, adds a level of robustness to the method. Ideally, identical evanescent-modes inertances could be applied for each waveguide if they have the same radius. However, mechanical tolerances inevitably cause small variations in the probe insertion for each waveguide, and the inertance is allowed to differ between waveguides. If an accurate calibration toward high frequencies is desired or several impedance minima are contained within the considered frequency range, it may be necessary to adopt a small addition to the imaginary term $Z_i = Z_{i,\text{pw}} + j\omega (L_i + \omega^2 L'_i)$.

The purpose of this factor $L'_i$ is to model the slight deviation of the evanescent-modes inertance from being proportional to frequency (Keefe and Benade, 1981; Fletcher et al., 2005).

Evanescence modes are by far the largest source of discrepancy between the plane-wave impedance and the transfer impedance between the speaker and microphone apertures (Fletcher et al., 2005). However, fluid motion tangential to the input plane introduces additional variation in the apparent damping of impedance minima. Fletcher et al. (2005) used a term proportional to the square root of frequency, scaled by a loss factor, to compensate for this phenomenon since it approximates a linear, acoustic loss model. As the acoustic flow transitions from the narrow speaker tube in a probe to a waveguide, a spreading flow is induced in proximity to this transition with a large velocity gradient toward the edge at the end of this tube. Such a velocity gradient has to be balanced by an equivalent pressure drop due to conservation of momentum, causing an apparent lower pressure on the probe microphone than predicted by the plane-wave impedance model. This is incorporated into the reference impedances using the same model as utilized by Fletcher et al. (2005) and the loss factors $\zeta_i$,

$$Z_i = Z_{i,\text{pw}} + j\omega (L_i + \omega^2 L'_i) + \sqrt{\omega^2 \zeta_i}.$$  \hfill (15)

Similar to the evanescent-modes inertance, the loss factors are adjusted iteratively for each waveguide to provide the lowest-possible, relative calibration error [Eq. (12)] averaged around the first impedance minimum for each waveguide. Due to the nature of evanescent modes in translating impedance minima, this compensation for flow losses cannot be accomplished until the calibration is unaffected by errors due to evanescent modes. Additionally, the relative error in the real part of the impedance, $\epsilon_{i,\text{Re}} = \left|1 - \text{Re} \hat{Z}_i / \text{Re} Z_i\right|$, can be utilized and an initial value supplied for the loss factors for the specific probe and waveguide for increased robustness. The loss factors are also allowed to differ between waveguides since slight offsets of the probe relative to the input plane would cause a difference in the coupling of the acoustic flow to the waveguide.

B. Equipment and measurements

The measurements reported in this study were carried out using an RME FireFace UC sound card (RME Audio, Haimhausen, Germany), controlled through custom-written MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) software and the third-party utility playrec.1 A Titan-based ear probe (Interacoustics A/S, Middelfart, Denmark) was used, but modified to improve the high-frequency performance and reduce internal cross talk.

Probe pressures were obtained by applying a frequency-equalized, wideband chirp to the probe as to provide a flat probe-pressure in a non-reflecting load of radius similar to an adult ear canal. The chirp was played back in the probe in 128 phase-locked, 2048-sample blocks at a sampling rate of...
waveguides were constructed similar to McCreery et al. (2009), though without the coupler, i.e., the probe was manually removed and reinserted. These brass waveguides were of lengths \( l_1 = 1.4, 1.7, 2, \) and 2.3 cm and radius \( a = 4 \) mm. The probe was inserted into the brass waveguides using a standard, mushroom-shaped, green, 9 mm rubber ear tip (Sanibel Supply, Middelfart, Denmark), and the specified lengths do not necessarily represent the actual lengths from the probe tip.

Two evaluation waveguides, both of lengths \( l = 1.8 \) cm, were used for evaluating and comparing the proposed methodology and the considered realization of the existing methodology:

1. A brass waveguide of radius \( a = 4 \) mm, inserting the probe using the ear tip.
2. A waveguide of radius \( a = 3.15 \) mm, using the same construction principle as the proposed calibration waveguides in Fig. 2, i.e., inserting the probe without an ear tip.

IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Methodology

A simulation was set up to examine the effect of estimating the waveguide lengths in the presence of evanescent modes given the considered realization of the existing calibration methodology. The probe pressures \( P_i \) in a set of calibration waveguides were simulated using the voltage division of an arbitrary source pressure \( P_s \) between a given source impedance \( Z_s \) and simulated waveguide impedances. For the simulation to be comparable with actual measurements, it is important that an appropriate source impedance is chosen, since this parameter determines the relative difference in probe pressures for different waveguides, and thereby affects the weighting of errors in the least-squares cost function [Eq. (2)]. Thus, the source impedance as obtained from the proposed calibration method was used, which is presented later. The simulated, plane-wave impedances included the effects of evanescent modes, modeled by the addition of an acoustic inerter \( L \) as in Eq. (11),

\[
P_i = P_s \frac{Z_{pw} + j\alpha L}{Z_s + Z_{pw} + j\alpha L}.
\]

Based on these analytically calculated probe pressures, affected by evanescent modes, the calibration was carried out by adjusting the waveguide lengths such that the relative calibration error [Eq. (12)] was minimized in the region averaged around the first impedance minimum and thus aligning reference-impedance minima with probe-pressure minima. A new set of biased source parameters \( P_s' \) and \( Z_s' \) were then obtained, inherently different from those given as input to the simulation due to the parallel compliance. These biased source parameters were compared to the correct source parameters \( P_s \) and \( Z_s \) and used to investigate the effect on measuring the impedance in waveguides different from the calibration waveguides. This was done by first determining the probe pressure \( P \) in an evaluation waveguide using a simulated impedance \( Z_{pw} \), a representative evanescent-modes inerter \( L \), and the true source parameters \( P_s \) and \( Z_s \), similar to Eq. (16).
\[ P = P_s \frac{Z_{pw} + j\omega L}{Z_s + Z_{pw} + j\omega L} . \]  

(17)

Based on this probe pressure, the estimated impedances were now calculated using the given, correct, and obtained biased source parameters

\[ Z = Z_s \frac{P}{P_s - P} = Z_{pw} + j\omega L, \]

(18)

\[ Z' = Z_s' \frac{P}{P_s' - P}. \]

(19)

The impedance measured using the correct source parameters in Eq. (18) simply yields the simulated impedance. The corresponding reflectances \( R_{pw}, R, \) and \( R' \) were calculated from the impedances using the known characteristic impedance \( Z_0 \) of a waveguide. To assess the similarity of the effect on the biased source parameters with a parallel compliance, such negative compliance was added in parallel with the correct source impedance,

\[ Z_s||C = \left( \frac{1}{Z_s} - j\omega C \right)^{-1}. \]  

(20)

The compliance changes its sign of operation when it is inherited into the source parameters as it is not physically present during calibration, but rather unintentionally modeled in the reference impedances. The size of the compliance was estimated from Eq. (8).

The evanescent-modes inertances \( L \) for the calibration and evaluation waveguides were obtained analytically for the geometry of the probe tube utilized in this study and a specified waveguide radius \( a \). This was done using an approach similar to Fletcher et al. (2005), who derived the evanescent-modes inerterance for the axisymmetric case of a circular line source and point microphone, extended into a three-dimensional, cylindrical coordinate system. From the radial \( r \) and azimuthal \( \phi \) coordinates, the boundary condition for the volume-flow injecting face in the input plane was defined as an annular sector of the circular input plane, \( a_1 < r < a_2 \) and \( \phi_{a1} < \phi < \phi_{a2} \), representing the probe-speaker aperture. Sound pressure was averaged across another annular sector, \( b_1 < r < b_2 \) and \( \phi_{b1} < \phi < \phi_{b2} \), representing the probe-microphone aperture. Similar to Eq. (15) in Fletcher et al. (2005), the evanescent-modes contribution to the plane-wave impedance \( Z_{pw} \) can be calculated from

\[ Z_{load} = Z_{pw} + \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} k_{mn} M_{mn} (a_2^2 - a_1^2) \frac{2\omega \rho(1 - \delta_{mn})}{\omega_0} \frac{\phi_{a2} - \phi_{a1}}{(b_2 - b_1)(\phi_{b2} - \phi_{b1})} \int_{a_1}^{a_2} \int_{\phi_{a1}}^{\phi_{a2}} r^2 J_m \left( \frac{r}{a} \right) \cos(m\phi) \, dr \, d\phi + \int_{b_1}^{b_2} \int_{\phi_{b1}}^{\phi_{b2}} r^2 J_m \left( \frac{r}{a} \right) \cos(m\phi) \, dr \, d\phi. \]  

(21)

If \( m > 0 \),

\[ M_{mn} = \pi a^2 J_m' (x_{mn}') - 2m J_m (x_{mn}') J_{m-1} (x_{mn}') + x_{mn}'^2 J_m^2 (x_{mn}') \]

(22)

and if \( m = 0 \), \( M_{0n} = \pi a^2 J_0' (x_{0n}') \). \( \rho \) is the density of air, \( \delta_{mn} \) is the Kronecker delta, \( k_{mn} = \sqrt{\omega^2/c^2 - x_{mn}^2/a^2} \) is the wavenumber of the \( mn \)th mode, \( c \) is the speed of sound, \( J_m \) is the cylindrical Bessel function of the first kind of order \( m \), and \( x_{mn}' \) is the \( n \)th zero of the derivative of \( J_m \). In addition, the volume-flow boundary condition was defined such that \( \phi_{a1} = -\phi_{a2} \). Each azimuthal evanescent mode will always retain a maximum value in \( \phi = 0 \), since the factor \( \cos(m\phi) \big|_{\phi=0} = 1 \). Due to the spatial extension of the probe-tube apertures, higher-order evanescent modes are not excited, and a total of 20 modes for \( m \) and \( n \) were needed for the solution to converge. The inerterance was evaluated at frequency \( f = 1 \) kHz.

B. Results

In this example, the simulated calibration is carried out in modeled waveguides of lengths \( l = 1.4, 1.7, 2, \) and 2.3 cm, radius \( a = 4 \) mm, for comparison with the calibration in the brass waveguides, and inerterance \( L = 37 \) kg/m\(^4\). The results are calculated for two different simulated evaluation waveguides of the same dimensions as the evaluation waveguides used for the measurements and given in Sec. IIIB. For the simulated evaluation waveguide (1), \( L = 37 \) kg/m\(^4\) and for (2), \( L = 9 \) kg/m\(^4\).

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the true source impedance given as input to the simulation \( Z_s \), the estimated source impedance affected by the parallel compliance \( Z_s' \), and the parallel coupling \( Z_s||C \) of \( Z_s \) and an acoustic compliance \( C = 37/Z_0^2 \). It is clear that the two source impedances are not identical and that \( Z_s' \) is affected by an apparent parallel compliance due to the difference in magnitude and phase shift relative to \( Z_s \). This is further indicated by the close resemblance of \( Z_s' \) with \( Z_s||C \).

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show impedances and reflectances of the simulated evaluation waveguide (1) using the plane-wave models \( Z_{pw} \) and \( R_{pw} \), the correct source parameters \( Z \)
and $R$, and the biased source parameters $Z'$ and $R'$. As hypothesized, $Z'$ and $R'$ appear to consist of plane waves, corresponding to a seemingly longer waveguide than $Z_{pw}$ and $R_{pw}$ due to the positive evanescent-modes inertance. This occurs when impedance minima and maxima are translated equivalently downward in frequency relative to $Z_{pw}$ and the effects of $C$ and $L$ on $R'$, to some degree, cancel each other. Conversely, the proposed calibration methodology is affected exclusively by translated minima in $Z$ relative to $Z_{pw}$ due to evanescent modes, introducing a discrepancy between $R$ and $R_{pw}$.

Finally, Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) show $Z_{pw}$, $Z$, $Z'$, $R_{pw}$, $R$, and $R'$ of the simulated evaluation waveguide (2). Here, the difference in effect of $C$ and $L$ induces large errors into both $Z'$ and $R'$ as impedance minima and maxima are no longer translated similarly and thus do not cancel. $L$ has been reduced to a low value, minimizing the effect on $Z$ and $R$. The results confirm that, for the considered realization of the existing calibration methodology, evanescent modes introduce an error into the source parameters very similar to that of a parallel acoustic compliance. This introduces errors into impedance measurements in waveguides of radii different from the calibration waveguides.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Calibration

To demonstrate the results of the iterative process of determining the factors $L_i$, $L_i'$, and $\zeta_i$ in the proposed calibration methodology, the probe pressures were measured in each of the proposed calibration waveguides and given as input to the calibration program in MATLAB.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the reference impedances $Z_i$, estimated impedances $\hat{Z}_i$, and relative calibration errors $\epsilon_i$ for each calibration waveguide using the physical lengths for calculating the plane-wave impedances $Z_{i, pw}$ [Eq. (10)]. No further compensation or initial values for $L_i$, $L_i'$, or $\zeta_i$ were applied in this case, i.e., $Z_i = Z_{i, pw}$. The minima of $\hat{Z}_i$ are
shifted relative to $Z_i$ as a result of evanescent modes, resulting in $\epsilon_i$ approaching 10 in impedance minima. Also, Figures 4(a) and 4(b) detail how the least-squares cost function [Eq. (2)] weighs the impedance maxima more heavily in calculating the source parameters from the alignment between $Z_i$ and $\hat{Z}_i$ and the low $\epsilon_i$ in impedance maxima.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show $Z_i$, $\hat{Z}_i$, and $\epsilon_i$ as a result of including evanescent modes inertances $L_i$ in $Z_i$. Within the investigated frequency range, two impedance minima are present for the three longer waveguides. Thus, the additional non-linear inertance components $L_i$ are included in the model [Eq. (14)]. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show a significant reduction in $\epsilon_i$ and alignment between $Z_i$ and $\hat{Z}_i$ around impedance minima, while a mismatch in damping still seems to affect these points.

Finally, Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) show $Z_i$, $\hat{Z}_i$, and $\epsilon_i$ as a result of also including the resistive factors $\zeta_i$ associated with the flow losses in $Z_i$ [Eq. (15)]. $Z_i$ and $\hat{Z}_i$ closely align and $\epsilon_i$ has now been reduced to a very low level across the entire frequency range. The small remaining $\epsilon_i$ across the spectrum is most likely due to noise and slight mismatches between the maxima in $Z_i$ and the true transfer impedances $Z_{i,\text{true}}$ between microphone and speaker tube apertures, caused by mechanical tolerances.

For the calibration presented in Fig. 4, the quantities for $L_i$ and $\zeta_i$ listed in Table I were obtained. $L_i$ are negative due to the small diameter of the calibration waveguides. This causes the dominating, lower-order evanescent modes to be out of phase between the probe speaker and microphone. $\zeta_i$
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**FIG. 4.** (Color online) (a),(c),(e) Reference impedances $Z_i$, estimated impedances $\hat{Z}_i$, and (b),(d),(f) relative calibration errors $\epsilon_i$ of the different iterations of the proposed calibration methodology. (a),(b) The result of a calibration, applying the physical lengths of the waveguides without further modification to the plane-wave impedances [Eq. (10) with $Z_i = Z_{i,pw}$]. (c),(d) The result of including evanescent modes in $Z_i$ [Eq. (14)]. (e),(f) The result of also including the effect of flow losses in $Z_i$ [Eq. (15)].

**TABLE I.** The obtained evanescent-modes inertances $L_i$ and flow-loss factors $\zeta_i$ for the calibration presented in Fig. 4. Subscripts 1–4 indicate the shortest to longest waveguides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L_i$ (kg/m$^4$)</td>
<td>−102.6</td>
<td>−99.1</td>
<td>−98.3</td>
<td>−104.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta_i$ (Pa s$^{3/2}$/m$^3$)</td>
<td>−482.7</td>
<td>−486.7</td>
<td>−466.8</td>
<td>−506.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are generally negative due to the inherent negative gradient in particle velocity, going away from the speaker probe-tube aperture. The obtained evanescent-modes inertances might seem large; however, the characteristic impedance is similarly large for the small radius. The similarity in obtained values supports the frequency dependency of the evanescent-modes and flow-loss factors since the impedance minima are placed at different points in frequency. The analytical evanescent-modes invariance for the probe and calibration waveguides, calculated from Eq. (21), yielded $L = -97.6 \text{ kg/m}^4$, which is in good agreement with the obtained $L$. The values for $L_i$ are not reported since the deviation from proportionality was minuscule.

**Buick et al. (2011)** investigated the non-linear effect of acoustic vortex shedding and jet formation at the end of a waveguide on the radiation impedance in terms of an additional non-linear resistance dependent on the acoustic particle velocity. An investigation was carried out to assess the potential influence of this non-linear effect on the proposed calibration methodology. An additional calibration was carried out using a stimulus level 20 dB lower than the one utilized for the remaining measurements. Except for small variations due to increased noise in these measurements, essentially the same $L_i$, $L_i^\prime$, $\zeta_i$, and $\epsilon_i$ were obtained. It is thus expected that these non-linear effects do not affect the reported measurements in any significant way.

### B. Parallel compliance

To demonstrate the capability of the proposed calibration methodology and benchmark it against the considered realization of the existing methodology, such a calibration was also carried out in the brass waveguides. The source parameters from this calibration $P_i^\prime$ and $Z_i^\prime$ and the calibration as obtained in Sec. V A, $P_s$ and $Z_s$ were then compared and used for measuring the impedances $Z$ and $Z^\prime$ and reflectances $R$ and $R^\prime$ of the two evaluation waveguides. Similar to Sec. IV, quantities from the calibration in the brass waveguides, presumably affected by a parallel compliance, are labeled with prime superscripts.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the source impedances obtained using the proposed methodology $Z_s$, the calibration in the brass waveguides using the existing methodology $Z_i^\prime$, and the parallel coupling $Z_i^\prime || C$ of $Z_s$ and an acoustic compliance $C = 37/Z_i^\prime$, similar to the simulation. The effect on $Z_i^\prime$ is in good agreement with the simulation results in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). There is a slight discrepancy between $Z_i^\prime$ and $Z_s || C$, presumably due to not having included the material properties of the ear tip in $Z_s$. Still, the parallel compliance appears to have a significantly more profound effect on $Z_i^\prime$ compared to these material properties. The variation between $Z_i^\prime$ and $Z_s || C$ at 5 kHz, mainly seen in the phase, could also be the result of a small instability in the calculation of the source parameters for the chosen lengths. A similar effect, though much smaller, can be observed in Fig. 3(b).

Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show impedances and reflectances of evaluation waveguide (1) using the source parameters from the proposed methodology $Z$ and $R$, and from the existing methodology $Z^\prime$ and $R^\prime$. The insertion of the probe using an ear tip thus also gives an indication of the effect of not having the ear tip included in the proposed calibration. However, plane-wave quantities $Z_{pw}$ and $R_{pw}$ are not presented as the exact waveguide length is unknown. It is clear that the main difference between $Z$ and $Z^\prime$ consists of a translation in impedance maxima between the two calibration methods. Furthermore, $R$ and $R^\prime$ seem to be affected by similar errors, in addition to the effect of evanescent modes on $R$ similar to Fig. 3(d). This could be a result of differences in material properties of the ear tip when the probe is removed and reinserted into a waveguide. The discrepancy between $Z_i^\prime$ and $Z_s || C$ in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) could therefore also result from variations in ear tip material properties between insertions during calibration rather than representing the actual properties of the ear tip material. These results also indicate that these effects are negligible for the utilized ear tip, compared to the effect of the parallel compliance.

Finally, Figs. 5(e) and 5(f) show $Z$, $Z^\prime$, $R$, and $R^\prime$ of evaluation waveguide (2). Due to the construction similar to the proposed calibration waveguides in Fig. 2, the exact lengths are known and the analytical plane-wave quantities $Z_{pw}$ and $R_{pw}$ are thus also shown. The results show a translation of maxima in $Z^\prime$ and effect on $R^\prime$ very similar to the simulations presented in Figs. 3(e) and 5(f). Furthermore, it is evident how the proposed calibration method estimates the position of maxima in $Z$ quite precisely. The small remaining translation of maxima between $Z$ and $Z_{pw}$ could be the result of mechanical tolerances and having a larger section of the rubber part exposed to the acoustic domain. Still the results indicate that the parallel compliance in the source parameters has been significantly reduced such that the effect is negligible in measurements.

### VI. DISCUSSION

One of the primary limitations in the multi-tube calibration methodology described in existing literature is the incapability of identifying mismatches in impedance maxima. With the length-estimation procedure, which indirectly determines the waveguide lengths from probe-pressure minima that are affected by evanescent modes, and the given error weighting in the least-squares cost function, the source parameters simply align to provide a low calibration error in impedance maxima. This effect is inherently similar to that of an acoustic compliance in parallel with the load and is inherited into the source parameters. The sign of operation of the evanescent-modes invariance $L$ directly affects the sign of operation of the parallel compliance. For positive $L$, impedance minima are translated downward in frequency, whereby a similar translation of maxima in the same direction is achieved, corresponding to a positive compliance $C$ in parallel with the load. However, the sign of operation of the compliance is changed when it is inherited into the source parameters. Measurements are consequently both affected by the parallel compliance and evanescent modes, and for waveguides of radii identical to the calibration waveguides, this causes the measured impedance to mimic a plane-wave impedance. In waveguides of radii different from the calibration waveguides, the contribution from evanescent modes...
Changes and the parallel compliance affects the measured impedance differently due to the different characteristic impedance, introducing errors into the measurement. The proposed calibration methodology eliminates the parallel compliance from the source parameters, such that measurements are solely affected by evanescent modes. The method could therefore provide a step forward in increasing the validity and repeatability of ear-canal impedance and reflectance measurements. With the proposed calibration methodology, it is possible to apply the approach of Fletcher et al. (2005) to compensate for the effect of evanescent modes in loads of known radius. However, further research is required as to how these effects can be accounted for in ear canal measurements, where the radius is not easily measured and also varies with probe-insertion depth.

In general, it can be difficult to identify such seemingly parallel components in the probe pressure due to the difference in effect of parallel and series components to the plane-wave impedance on the calibration error. Any parallel component consistently affecting the probe pressures in each waveguide will simply be inherited into the source parameters and is thus not identifiable in the calibration error. Conversely, series components do affect the error, as is evident from the investigations in this study. This is another reason why the incorrect placement of impedance maxima is not apparent from the calibration error, due to the resemblance with a parallel compliance. In principle, the absolute positioning of impedance maxima using the physical lengths of the waveguides cannot be assessed for the calibration method proposed in this study. Consequently, the methodology is dependent on the mechanical tolerances of the waveguides and supplying correct values for the temperature and atmospheric pressure for calculating the plane-wave impedances of the waveguides. Further research is required as to more thoroughly identify such parallel components in the source parameters and provide an absolute metric for the accuracy and validity of an acoustic Thévenin calibration procedure.
An argument for inserting the probe into the waveguides using an ear tip during calibration, as practiced in the existing methodology, is that the material properties of the ear tip are included in the source parameters. Voss et al. (2013) demonstrated that the difference in compression of foam ear tips between each insertion in an ear canal is a source of variability in ear-canal reflectance measurements. The results of this paper indicate that such variation likely also affects the material properties of rubber ear tips, though this has not been further investigated. Also, Scheperle et al. (2011) observed a substantial difference in the source impedance, dependent on the utilized ear tip during calibration, i.e., foam versus rubber. The ear tip eliminates the possibility of achieving a well-defined waveguide length during calibration and, in addition, ear tips of many different sizes than the one used during calibration exist. Only a small range of the available rubber ear tips fit into a calibration waveguide of a certain radius. This characterization of the ear-tip material properties within the source parameters might no longer be valid if an ear tip of different size or type is used for the measurement. The results of this study point toward the material properties of rubber ear tips being negligible, at least for the specific, utilized ear tip. However, this might not be the case for ear tips of different sizes of types. If the ear tip is not included in the source parameters, its impedance appears as a parallel component to a measured impedance. It could therefore be extracted from the measurement if the impedance characteristics of the specific ear tip were known and remain unchanged between insertions. It is speculated that the well-defined physical dimensions of the calibration waveguides, facilitated by the removal of the rubber ear tip, outweigh the possible advantages of having it included in the calibration. However, more research is required to more thoroughly assess this effect of the ear tip on the source parameters in the absence of any parallel compliance inherited from the calibration procedure.

The actual physical relationship with frequency of the additional term to account for non-proportionality in evanescent modes in Eq. (14) is only crucial when two or more impedance minima are present within the frequency range. The term merely serves to model the slight difference in translation between two impedance minima that cannot be modeled by an ideal inerterance. A more accurate form would require additional terms accounting for the contribution of each evanescent mode. However, it is only valid for the assumed case that the probe is positioned exactly in the input plane. Small offsets of the probe relative to the input plane due to mechanical tolerances will induce a fundamentally different relationship. If longer waveguides are used for the calibration or several impedance minima are present, it might be necessary to include some of these additional factors to correctly align impedance minima and achieve a low calibration error. Additionally, the formulation in Eq. (21) assumes a uniformly injected velocity profile from the speaker tube. This tube typically has a hydraulic diameter comparable to the acoustic velocity boundary layer and, consequently, this dependency with frequency on injected velocity profile will introduce an additional uncertainty into the evanescent modes. The discrepancy between reference and estimated impedances due to flow losses are minuscule and are only significant in the calibration since very low magnitudes of impedance are present in impedance minima. Like evanescent modes, these flow losses also affect subsequent measurements in ear canals, but impedance minima are typically more damped in this case due to the resistive behavior of the tympanic membrane. In the utilized probe, the speaker and microphone tubes in the probe tube are separated by a 0.3 mm wall and the effect of flow losses could be reduced by physically separating them farther apart. However, this would reduce the high-frequency performance and thereby increase the effect of cross talk in the probe on measurements, since the probe tubes would have to be narrowed.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed an alternative method for calibrating an ear probe to determine its Thévenin-equivalent source parameters and facilitate the measurement of acoustic impedance. It has been demonstrated how one possible realization of a widely used, existing calibration methodology indirectly estimates the waveguide model lengths based on probe-pressure minima that are affected by evanescent modes, and how this induces a parallel acoustic compliance into the source parameters. It is likely that other realizations of this existing methodology are also affected by such errors. A simulation was set up to investigate the effect of the acoustic length estimation on the source parameters and measurements in waveguides of radii different from the calibration waveguides, which showed that this can lead to large errors in measurements of impedance and reflectance. Furthermore, the iterative steps comprised by the proposed calibration method were described and validated in terms of a calibration of an actual probe. This demonstrated how the calibration error could be reduced to a very low level across frequency. Finally, the predicted behavior of the acoustic length estimation of the existing calibration methodology was confirmed from a translation of the impedance maxima in the measured impedance in a waveguide of radius different from the calibration waveguides. In this case, the proposed calibration method yielded the correct plane-wave impedance with aligned impedance maxima, though still affected by evanescent modes.
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1www.playrec.co.uk (Last viewed November 3, 2017).
2Initially, the built-in ER-10X (Etymotic Research, Inc., Elk Grove Village, IL) calibration waveguide of adjustable length was used. However, a small leak in the piston termination of this waveguide rendered the distinction between effects arising from the ear tip and the finite termination impedance difficult. If not properly accounted for, errors due to the leak were accordingly introduced into measurements below 1 kHz.